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One of our hardest working members who is not selective as to what he
does and does not push to guard or drive is Adrian Pope. A qualified
commercial pilot, experienced cattle musterer (low flying licensed) and
with patents for gold re-processing is a character “larger than
life”…….who is he?. READ ON!
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Prindiville, Diesel Locomotives - Craig Belcher, John Watson, Vic Jones, Eno Gruszecki
Guards & Safe working – Trish Stuart, John Watson, Vic Jones, Eno Gruszecki
Signals – Mike Crean, Ric Edwards
Track Master: Vacant

First Aid Officers: Tania Watson
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Les Smith.
No personal letters will be printed without committee approval
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The President’s – PRATTLE
Happy New Year to everyone. The Wednesday team are back and hard at work taking care of the
maintenance jobs that are always coming up and no one else wants to do.
John and his crew have started making and installing fixed pedestals for our many signals used on our
run days. Many thanks to John and his crew, this will make deploying the signals much easier and save
a lot of time when setting up for a public running day.
With the remediation work on the Fern road extension going ahead in the next few weeks we will be
reinstating the remote-controlled points at Hume on the short loop turn out along with a signal and
another signal at Aberup on the up main and short loop return from Wilson Park. This will allow nonsteam trains to run out to Wilson Park and return. Steam trains will run through the short loop out to
Canning Junction with two runs around the Convention Loop and return through Fisherman’s Bend
back to Niana.
Remediation work on the Fern road section has not yet commenced. A temporary fence has been
erected around the work area. The work in this area is expected to commence in the next few weeks.
When the track has to be lifted we will be looking for members and volunteers to come along and help
with the works.
The January school holiday runs have not been busy due to the very hot weather on the Wednesday’s
even though we have had a very mild summer to date. Thanks to Roger and all the members who
turned up to run the railway on these very hot Wednesday’s.
Last Niana run day it was very pleasing to see the new signals and points at Canning Junction in full
operation. Morris and John had a trouble free day with local operations running smoothly. Both have
upgraded their skills at Canning and have re indorsed their qualifications. Congratulations to you both.
Two new CCTV cameras have been installed at Niana South in the cabinet and under the bridge. The
cameras are connected to a CCTV DVR and in turn connect to a video display in Niana North signal
box. These cameras allow the Niana South signalman to see trains approaching or waiting at the Niana
South home signal. This will help to speed up the movement of trains in the Niana area.
January is a five Sunday month and we have a club fun run day on the 5th Sunday. All are welcome to
come along and enjoy playing trains. Bring along some snags and enjoy a BbQ lunch with your fellow
members. The fun usually starts at 10 and finishes around 2 or as late as you want.
As always we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and
their dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean
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FROM THE TREASURER (his “ramblings”)
NIANA PREPERATION
As is always the case at this time of year there are lots of bark and leaves to be cleaned from in and
around the picnic ground as well as our track. This needs to be done for both fire risk reasons as well
as making our railway attractive to our patrons. If members can spare even a couple of hours on either
Wednesday 1st Feb, Saturday 4th Feb or both days it will make the task easier for everyone.

Broken Tools
There is an old saying ……If you have never broken a drill bit then you have never used one. Tool
breakages are all part and parcel of workshop life as is also replacement from when they are worn out.
If you do break a drill bit mark the size on the white board above the workbench next to the drill press.
The same goes for if you use the last cutting disk or hacksaw blade. This has nothing to do with blame
but everything to do with consideration for the next person who comes along which might even be
yourself.
Hand Held Air Horns
There have been a couple of instances recently where drivers have not heard the guards whistle to
stop the train. This has been the result of some Locos being quite noisy and also some members
hearing is not what it once was and a bit of both. We are also now running at times double consists.
To assist with train safety, hand held Air Horns have been purchased (the same as are used in an
emergency on boats). They are held in a holder in the brake vans and are to be used only in the case
of emergency to get the driver to stop the train. At all other times the normal whistle is to be used.
Track Utilisation
Members would be aware that a great deal of effort, time and money has been spent on track and
signals in the convention loop area. This is a major part of our railway which in the past was used
mainly in the summer months. This often entailed a great flurry of effort by a few to get the track ready
to use as it had mostly lain idle for six months during winter. This to me seemed a great wast and
misuse of our major asset. It’s a well known fact that if something is used regularly it is generally better
maintained and looked after. To this end the committee endorsed the idea that trains from Niana on
the first Sunday of each month will run Fern Rd, convention loop and Fisherman’s Bend. This will mean
trains will run from Wilson on the third Sunday and Wednesdays of school holidays. Steam would be
able to operate from May until November from Wilson. If signalling and points were installed we could
also run some Diesel trains on the first Sunday via Fern Rd to Wilson November to May. This will give
our patrons two very different train rides and also make trips more interesting all the year round for
members especially Steam driving.
Double Consists
Thanks to the good work that Les has done on wagon brakes on the Maroon and Blue sets we have
been able to run them as a double consist during the school holiday runs. This has proved very useful
from the point we need less train crews which can be hard to find mid-week. We have been able to
carry up to 40 children and their “minders”.
NEW INSURANCE COVER
If when you read this you will think you have read it before and you would be correct as I put it in last
month’s issue but it would seem not everyone read it. A huge vote of thanks goes to our hard working
Secretary Les for organising improved cover and cheaper insurance deal for our club . The main
change is that there will no longer be a requirement for our patrons to wear enclosed footwear or
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sandals with a back strap meaning the good old standardAustralian summer THONG will now be
acceptable. There will still be a recommendation to have enclosed footwear. This will make our
gate ticket puncher’s job so much easier especially at Wilson Park Station as there is a much bigger
percentage of our patrons who take a ride on our trains after visiting Kent St Café or the Eco Centre
not knowing about the railway before they get there unlike Niana. This meant patrons were not aware
of the enclosed shoe policy until buying a ticket. It is all very well to say there were signs up but the
reality is there are now so many signs in our world everywhere and about everything, we all suffer from
sign blindness.
Cheers,
Roger.

FROM THE SECRETARY
An “editorial” comment
Change is with us like it or not. Some change is slow but technology is super fast. Six
year old children today may never need a driver’s license or own a car. UBER is the
world’s biggest taxi organizer and is now applying this technology to freight. This will
have huge ramifications to the industry and employment of people. VW and AUDI had
better change before being over-run by TESLA etc.
What does this mean for CMR? We shall be on the edge at a slower pace but changes
will be made to keep abreast of the times and the Mike led signal team is a fine example
using wire-less technology. We have moved on in regard to foot-wear…..hell, you can
take an International air flight in thongs, footy shorts and a singlet! It is difficult to lookback from the driving position on many of our locomotives to obtain guard
“acknowledgement”……it is not in our “rules” either……we also have a track curving
thru bush-land (thanks to WWAGs) with loss of line of sight and whistles can-not always
be heard, and so Roger has introduced air horns for emergency. We have made it easier
for some members to drive. We have up-dated our Operation Rules to ban use of the
new technology whilst operating trains, that is, texting etc.
Now, as we / you get older and some-times a little cranky at what we are changing to
keep abreast or you have seen things not done as was done 30yrs ago (the good ‘ol
days), please accept change. Continuing “complaints” are becoming a nuisance. Just
remember that complete safety is not possible but we can make it as safe as reasonable
and practicable and move forward.
The “breezeway”
The breezeway thru the club-room / steam shed works too well even with the doors
closed and also attracts persons to dump things. It would not be a big job for a person
to automatically get a blower and clean out the copious quantity of gum leaves prevalent
at this time of the year. Some members just want to play trains and / or may have an
affliction that restricts them to lighter duties. It is the responsibility of all members to help
keep the place tidy……it is not a back-injury job!
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Brakes – happenings.
We are always looking for brake air hoses and so some wagons will be modified to have
the air brake hose permanently fixed at the lead end with the help of John Palm. An old
dry-break fitting has been mounted above and to one side as a “dummy receptacle”.
When uncoupling a hose remember to plug this into the “dummy” and thus avoid
dragging it on the ground.
Not a hi-tech issue is that a trial has been under-taken to see how long we could keep a
reservoir charged at the rear from straight air brake applications (normally once per trip).
The reservoir had a simple check valve and a charging choke so that brake applications
had priority. The reservoir remained charged for the whole of the “operations” day
enough to be used for air applied parking (a hand brake) with-out being “topped” up from
a train brake application. This thus can alleviate having to fit a main reservoir line thru a
consist to achieve what is fitted to the Maroon Set and a time / cost reduction in the
future. Fail safe braking where-ever you operate is based on storing the required energy
on board……on a ship you throw out or drop an anchor, in a car you push on the foot
brake and on trains it is either stored air or a spring or a combination of both and so we
are not re-inventing the wheel.
Personally, as an old Westinghouse man (with the accent on old) I prefer to use an air
applied park / hand brake as it does not require a hydraulic oil “top-up” which we are not
good at and allows one more consist bogie to be air braked. It also allows an extra bogie
to be used for park / hand brake to hold a loaded train on the steep Fern Road gradient
should a problem arise. Consists that will be fitted for steam operation (with-out a
compressor) would have to remain as-is.
Rider-ship 2017.
We are well behind last year for riders at the same date. This is due…..we hope….just
to the very hot operating days experienced. Last year we had two February days where
you could count the number of passengers in total on your fingers and some toes so we
could catch-up soon.
Competent Engineer’s Report.
Richard Stuart has submitted his report for year ending 2016. This will be discussed at
the next Committee Meeting. It can be expected that from the discussion that a number
of jobs will be required to be done in the cooler months and that it would also be expected
that some members will step forward to take on the organization of such with-out just
saying “the A Team can do it”. Please review the following list and submit your names
to the Secretary for which “task” you can organize……….
Key points requiring attention are as follows:
 Dual Bridge requires completion of sub-structure painting and cleaning of debris from around
steelwork at abutments. There is an outstanding anomaly report for this work (A15-001). This
work should be regarded as urgent, to arrest corrosion on the structural members of the bridge
 The run-on span at Stanbridge is also the subject of an existing anomaly (A13-015).
 Corrosion is developing under the Ferntree Bridge and this should be repainted
 Debris accumulation around bridge supports is a concern, particularly at the Bailey Bridge and
wooden footbridge. These areas should be kept clean to prevent deterioration of steel and timber
structures, and also to reduce fire risk.
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The culvert bridge on the short loop appears to be stable at present, but shows historical evidence
of subsidence and will require replacement in the foreseeable future. This will involve
intervention on a water course, which will require approval from various relevant statutory
authorities. If the structure can be kept serviceable until the proposed land ownership transfer
goes ahead, then this would be best dealt with in conjunction with the City of Canning.
The Little Stone Bridge has three steel culvert pipes which are in a corroded condition and should
be monitored. This bridge is important, as it regulates the water in the semi-tidal lagoon in the
wetland area.
The steel access stairway to Canning Signal Box is partially covered in sand, which will cause
corrosion of the steelwork if left as is. The sand should be removed from around the steel legs.
Storage of liquid fuel inside the loco shed is not good practice. There may be insurance
implications, which should be checked.
There is a full depth crack down the wall of Gerry’s workshop. This should be monitored.
Track maintenance is an ongoing task which requires constant attention. Erosion of ballast is
apparent at a number of locations, especially in the wetlands.

Club Shirts etc.
Please find attached with this C & S a revised order form that you can print-off separately.
There is a problem in that AMEX Cards can-not be accepted for payment.
D O Forms & Incident Reports
There is a lag in receiving these “forms” and members are reminded to get these in promptly
as there may be insurance issues. How-ever, a cartoon by one of our Committee Members
who was the “cause” of a recent problem illustrated that he requires further training in this
form of reporting but will not be financed by the Club.
Private Locomotive Values
There has been a poor response from owners and so if you can-not or will-not indicate to us, a
market value, we will assign a nominal sum.
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February CALENDAR 2017
Monday

6

Tuesday

7

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

Clean-up
General &
Afternoon
…..Junior
Workshop
with Luke P.

NINA Run Day

11

12

8

9

General Work
Day

13

14

15

Committee
Meeting

16

General Work
Day

20

21

22

10

General Work
Day

17

18

19

Nite W'shop
Fish & Chips 500pm

General

WILSON

Work Day

Run
Day

24

25

26

23

General
General Work
Day

Work Day

27

Sunday

28
General
General Work
Day

Work Day
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
The 2017 Annual General Meeting for the Castledare Miniature Railway will be held at the Eco Centre, Kent
Street, Wilson Park on Friday 17h March 2017 commencing at 6.30pm.
Those positions that are due for election are as follows:
Retiring committee members:
Vice President
Secretary
Committee

-

Luke Prindiville
Les Smith
Craig Belcher, Rod Bradley + 1 other

Continuing committee with 1 year remaining:
President
Treasurer
Minute Secretary
Committee

-

Mike Crean
Roger Matthews
Tania McKellar
Eno Gruszecki, Ken Belcher

All retiring committee members are eligible for re-election should they accept a nomination.
A nomination form is enclosed – please give it your careful consideration to ensure the ongoing success of our
club.
The committee generally meets on the Friday evening following the first Sunday public run.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE AT 4PM ON SUNDAY 5TH MARCH – ALL NOMINATIONS TO BE
RECEIVED BY THE CLUB SECRETARY : LES SMITH ON OR BEFORE THAT TIME
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NOMINATION FORM FOR ELECTION TO MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE OF CASTLEDARE MINIATURE
RAILWAYS OF W.A. INC.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2017

I _________________________ hereby nominate _____________________
For the position of ______________________________________ for a period of ______ year/s.
I accept this nomination and if duly elected, agree to serve on the Management Committee of Castledare
Miniature Railway.
[signed] _____________________________________

Nomination seconded by:_____________________________________
To be received by the Secretary no later then 4pm Sunday 5th March 2017

NOMINATION FORM FOR ELECTION TO MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE OF CASTLEDARE MINIATURE
RAILWAYS OF W.A. INC.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2017

I _________________________ hereby nominate _____________________
For the position of ______________________________________ for a period of ________ year/s.
I accept this nomination and if duly elected, agree to serve on the Management Committee of Castledare
Miniature Railway.
[signed] _____________________________________

Nomination seconded by:__________________________________
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ADRIAN POPE (from our front cover).
Adrian is a keen hard worker and some-times “stirrer” with the A Team. His energy is welcomed
and he is not choosey about what he can do or is offered, quiet and un-assuming he begs no
pardon yet on a run-day does not demand to guard or drive to compensate for his efforts.
He was born and lived at CARNAMAH (remember the old Midland Railway Co.) working on one
of his father’s two farms. His father was a hard task master and packed him off to attend the
Narrogin Agriculture College. On return home he did not have time to test his new found
knowledge as his father sold-up. Whilst wondering what to do next he saw a plane flying low
(planes were not a common Carnamah sight back then) and so he thought “that seems like fun”.
Adrian took any job he could to raise money for flying lessons and duly obtained his “twin” rating
and a Commercial flying license. His luck came when one day with others lounging around at
Jandakot waiting for a job when in walked an entrepreneur with a twangy accent looking for a pilot
to go to Rudall River. Whilst the others were trying to work out where it was, Adrian stepped
forward. On the five hour flight north Adrian spent four hours familiarizing himself in a beautiful
brand new “twin” aircraft. A working relationship developed where Adrian had the plane for charter
work in between the odd jobs from the American. Tefler Gold (now not far from Rudall River) is
now developed and flights took them right out to the Roley Shoals surveying another proposed
development.
Working in Roebourne in the early 70’s was an American girl (with a pilot’s license) who he thought
was more interested in “his” aircraft than himself. He had the dubious honour of reporting Lang
Hancock for a landing error where afterwards, Lang explained that he was the owner of the
airfield. Adrian still enjoyed the cups of tea and coffee served by a young Gina! He took an interest
in air cattle mustering but did not enjoy a near death experience after being thrown from a horse.
He commenced flying for TRANS WEST out of Perth but un-beknown to the boss after a fallingout one morning he ferried a brand new twin to Kalgoorlie that afternoon (“learning” to fly it on the
way) and then commenced the tea, milk and sugar runs to the stations in the area next day. He
still liked to return to Jandakot to keep in contact with that lady pilot (Diane) and eventually married
her. With TRANS WEST he also undertook coastal surveillance and in the north west did fly
around in circles one day reporting by radio direct to the relevant authorities that some foreigners
were in a fight with some local people whilst trying to steal their boats. It was a sort of little boy’s
dream to describe an “invasion” from a low altitude.
In all of this he patented and developed a gold reclamation process from tailings and finally
“retired” to Perth in 2008. He joined Castledare and the Fremantle Maritime Museum. For a couple
of years he did return as a “fill-in” to operate the rich PAULSENS gold processing room. His wife
is active as a part-time producer for CAPITAL Radio and when possible injects an on-air “plug”
for CMR…..thanks Adrian, we could use a few more like you, hopefully with some stories that you
gained from your experiences……like your mate who lost a nose wheel into the back of a Station
owner’s ute and then had to write notes, wrap them around a spanner and drop them to get his
attention and wheel back.
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Adrian delvers cement for Ken and Vic.

Mixing the stuff with Stork and listening.
John Palm brings EM-44 around to
WILSON with a happy loading on the
last Xmas School Holiday run-day in
very hot weather. The weather no
doubt lessened the attendance
compared to last year.

Curtis goes it alone as our new and
youngest guard. If he does not stop
eating and growing he will also soon
be the tallest. Gary Barker (blue
shirt) is back after a serious ill-ness
……….well on the road to recovery his
help is welcomed.
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Family members from Canberra
take their grandmother Eddie
Smith for a spin on the 5inch
gauge on the loco Cliff Pole
built. This was the first use of
the relayed track. Later there
was double heading with a 7
1/4inch gauge “shay”. Eddie
Smith with much lighter hair
colour is the answer to a
question posed in the last issue.

Karalee was also up and about a
few days later.

BELOW
Steve & Elizabeth
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